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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention relates to a method and an apparatus for 
cleaning the Sandbeds of slow Sand filters, infiltration basins 
and pools of other types having Sandbeds in water treatment 
WorkS and Similar plants, while the filter is in Service, by 
removing a few centimeters of the bed Surface, cleaning the 
sand of the sludge or filter film formed on the bed surface, 
returning the cleaned Sand to the bed, and discharging the 
Separated Sludge, Suspended in water to drain or to a Suitable 
disposal Site. This is achieved using a tracked cleaning 
machine equipped with a Submersible pump (7) and nozzle 
(8) to remove the top layer of sludge-bearing Sand from the 
bed, cleaning the Sludge from the Sand thus removed in a 
hydrocyclone (13), returning the cleaned sand to the bed via 
a spreader plate (15) and discharging the water-Suspended 
Sludge to a drain or to a Suitable disposal Site through a hose 
(17). 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CLEANING A 
POOL BOTTOM HAVING A SAND BED 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The invention relates to a method and an apparatus 
for cleaning the Sand beds of Slow Sand filters, infiltration 
basins and pools of other types having Sand beds in water 
treatment works and Similar plants, while the filter is in 
Service, by removing a few centimeters of the bed Surface, 
cleaning the Sand of the Sludge, or filter film, formed on the 
Surface, returning the cleaned Sand to the bed, and discharg 
ing the Separated Sludge, Suspended in water, to drain or to 
a Suitable disposal Site. This is achieved, while the Slow Sand 
filter or infiltration basin in question is in Service, by 
traversing the Surface of the Sand with a tracked cleaning 
machine in a predetermined pattern which ensures that the 
entire Surface has been traversed by the end of the cleaning 
operation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. When using previously known methods of cleaning 
filters or basins of this type, the filter or basin in question 
must be removed from Service and drained of water. A 
machine, Such as a compact loader, is then used to remove 
the top layer of Sand and transport it to a Suitable location for 
cleaning. When the filter is refilled with water following 
cleaning of the bed, the filtered water must be discharged to 
waste for two to three weeks before the filter can be returned 
to normal Service, Since drying of the Sand Surface causes 
disturbance to the microbacterial activity in the bed. Every 
cleaning operation of this type takes approximately one 
month and requires the Services of three plant workers and 
an outside contractor. Since two bed cleaning operations are 
normally carried out annually, involving the removal of a 
total of about 6 centimeters of Sand, the filter must be refilled 
with Sand every ten years. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The apparatus of the invention is for cleaning sand 
of a Sand bed of a facility including a slow Sand filter, 
infiltration basin and pools of other types having Sandbeds 
in water treatment works and Similar plants. The apparatus 
includes: a chassis having a front end and a rear end; first and 
Second caterpillar track assemblies mounted on respective 
longitudinal Sides of the chassis, a motor mounted on the 
chassis and being operatively connected to the caterpillar 
track assemblies for driving the caterpillar track assemblies 
for propelling the apparatus over the Sand bed; electromag 
netic clutches interposed between the motor and the first and 
Second caterpillar track assemblies, respectively; a Submers 
ible pump mounted at the front end and having a nozzle 
through which Sand to be cleaned of Sludge is drawn by 
Suction from the Sand bed; a hydrocyclone also mounted on 
the chassis and being connected to the Submersible pump for 
receiving the Sand to be cleaned and Separating the sludge 
therefrom; the hydrocyclone having a first outlet through 
which the Sludge is discharged from the hydrocyclone and a 
Second outlet through which the cleaned Sand is discharged; 
a spreader device mounted below the Second outlet for 
Spreading the cleaned Sand onto the Sand bed; a hose 
connected to the first outlet for conducting the Sludge away 
from the hydrocyclone and the apparatus, and, a control unit 
for controlling the electromagnetic clutches for changing the 
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direction of movement of the apparatus as well as control 
ling the Submersible pump, the hydrocyclone and the motor. 
0004. The Suction nozzle at the front of the machine 
extends the full width of the machine and is connected to the 
Submersible pump having a capacity Sufficient to remove a 
layer of Sand and sludge approximately 3 centimeters thick, 
and to convey the material thus removed to a hydrocyclone 
in which the Sand is cleaned and redeposited on the bed 
behind the machine, while the water-Suspended sludge is 
discharged to waste through a hose. 
0005 The hydrocyclone operates pursuant to the same 
principle as a cyclone for removing dust from an air flow. 
The inlet of the flow is arranged tangential in the upper 
cylindrical part of the cyclone and all heavy particles are 
thrown to the periphery of the cyclone because of centrifugal 
force and drop down through the outlet below while the 
cleaned air goes out through the upper outlet in the center of 
the cyclone. The hydrocyclone operates in the same way but 
Separates heavy Sand particles from a liquid flow, in this case 
a water flow. The Separated Sludge Suspended in water is 
discharged to a waste disposal location at poolside through 
a hose connected to the hydrocyclone. 
0006 The method of the invention employs the above 
apparatus, which is remote-controlled, to traverse the Sur 
face of the sand bed, while the filter is in service, in a 
predetermined pattern Such that the entire Surface has been 
traversed by the end of the cleaning operation. 
0007. The time required to clean a filter approximately 
2,430 m in area is approximately 8 hours, including place 
ment of the cleaning machine in, and removal of the 
machine from the filter while the unit is in Service, repre 
Senting a very significant Saving in time compared to earlier 
methods. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. The invention will now be described with reference 
to the drawings wherein: 
0009 FIG. 1 is a side elevation view of an embodiment 
of the cleaning machine of the invention; 
0010 FIG. 2 is a section view of the cleaning machine 
taken along line A-A of FIG. 1; and, 
0011 FIG. 3 is a schematic showing the control appara 
tuS including the control Station, connecting box, motor and 
electro-magnetic clutches. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

0012. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the chassis 1 is 
mounted on four pairs of double wheels 2 encircled, respec 
tively, by right-hand and left-hand caterpillar tracks 3 on 
respective sides of the machine. 
0013 The tracks are driven by a fully-enclosed worm 
gear motor 4, which is mounted centrally at the rear of the 
chassis and which, through a stub axle projecting from either 
side and provided with an electromagnetic clutch (5a, 5b), 
drives each Set of trackS via an individual Sprocket drive 
wheel 5 in engagement therewith. The front end of the 
machine is also equipped with a common shaft with elec 
tromagnetic clutches (6a, 6b) connected to the Sprocket idler 
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wheels 6 in engagement with the caterpillar tracks 3 at the 
front. The sprocket idler wheels 6 are not connected to the 
worm-gear motor 4 but are driven in rotation by the cater 
pillar trackS3. The purpose of the electromagnetic clutches 
is to release and brake the caterpillar track on the side 
towards which the machine is to be Steered when turning. 
0.014. The front end of the machine is equipped with a 
submersible pump 7 provided with a suction nozzle 8, which 
widens outwardly at the lower end to extend the full width 
of the machine. At the lower end, the nozzle is provided with 
a support roller 9 which rests on the sand bed of the filter. 
To achieve the required depth of suction in the bed, the 
pump, Suction nozzle and Support roller assembly are adjust 
able in the vertical direction about the pivot joint 10 by 
means of the adjusting rod 11 which can be, for example, 
manually adjusted before the machine is placed on the Sand 
bed. 

0.015 The sand, sludge and water extracted from the bed 
are discharged by the pump 7 through the hose 12 to a 
hydrocyclone 13, in which the Sand is cleaned of the Sludge 
and, through the conical lower part 14 of the hydrocyclone, 
falls onto the spreader plate 15, from where it is returned to 
the filter bed. The water-Suspended sludge is discharged 
from the top of the hydrocyclone through the pipe 16 and 
hose 17 to a drain or to a Suitable disposal Site at the top side 
or poolside of the slow sand filter or infiltration basin. 
0016. The power supply cable 18 to the pump 7 and the 
power Supply cable to the worm-gear motor 4, as well as the 
necessary control wiring, are enclosed in a floating hose 19, 
which is run from a connecting box 20 on the chassis 1 to 
a Suitable control Station 22 at poolside of the slow Sand 
filter or infiltration basin. 

0.017. To prevent twisting of the floating hose 19 and the 
discharge hose 17 during the cleaning operation, the 
machine is operated over the Sand bed in a figure-eight 
pattern until the entire Surface has been cleaned. 
0.018 FIG. 3 is a schematic showing the connecting box 
20 mounted on the chassis 1. Electro-magnetic clutches (5a, 
5b, 6a, 6b) are connected to the electrical connecting box 20 
as is the motor 4. 

0019. It is understood that the foregoing description is 
that of the preferred embodiments of the invention and that 
various changes and modifications may be made thereto 
without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the invention 
as defined in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 

1. An apparatus for cleaning Sand of a Sand bed of a 
facility including a slow Sand filter, infiltration basin and 
pools of other types having Sand beds in water treatment 
WorkS and Similar plants, the apparatus comprising: 

a chassis having a front end and a rear end; 

first and Second caterpillar track assemblies mounted on 
respective longitudinal Sides of Said chassis, 

a motor mounted on Said chassis and being operatively 
connected to Said caterpillar track assemblies for driv 
ing Said caterpillar track assemblies for propelling Said 
apparatus over Said Sand bed; 
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electromagnetic clutches interposed between Said motor 
and Said first and Second caterpillar track assemblies, 
respectively; 

a Submersible pump mounted at Said front end and having 
a nozzle through which Sand to be cleaned of Sludge is 
drawn by Suction from Said Sand bed; 

a hydrocyclone also mounted on Said chassis and being 
connected to Said Submersible pump for receiving Said 
Sand to be cleaned and Separating Said sludge there 
from; 

Said hydrocyclone having a first outlet through which Said 
Sludge is discharged from Said hydrocyclone and a 
Second outlet through which the cleaned Sand is dis 
charged; 

a spreader device mounted below Said Second outlet for 
Spreading the cleaned Sand onto Said Sand bed; 

a hose connected to Said first outlet for conducting Said 
Sludge away from Said hydrocyclone and Said appara 
tus, and, 

a control unit for controlling Said electromagnetic 
clutches for changing the direction of movement of Said 
apparatus as well as controlling Said Submersible pump, 
Said hydrocyclone and Said motor. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, Said chassis having a prede 
termined width and Said nozzle having a lower end and a 
nozzle opening at Said lower end; and, Said nozzle being 
configured to widen toward Said lower end So as to cause 
Said nozzle opening to extend over Said width of Said 
apparatuS. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2, Said Second outlet being a 
bottom outlet, and, Said Spreader device being a spreader 
plate mounted below Said bottom outlet and being config 
ured to spread Said cleaned Sand onto Said Sandbed over Said 
width of said chassis. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3, Said control unit including a 
connecting box on Said chassis and a control Station at pool 
Side, Said connecting box being connected to Said electro 
magnetic clutches, said motor, Said pump and Said hydro 
cyclone; and, a cable interconnecting Said control Station 
and Said connecting box. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4, Said caterpillar track assem 
blies including respective caterpillar tracks and respective 
drive wheels for engaging the caterpillar track correspond 
ing thereto, and, Said drive wheels being connected to 
corresponding ones of Said electro-magnetic clutches. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5, Said caterpillar track assem 
blies including respective idler wheels engaging the cater 
pillar track corresponding thereto, Said electro-magnetic 
clutches being a first Set of electro-magnetic clutches and 
Said apparatus further comprising a Second Set of electro 
magnetic clutches and a common shaft mounted at Said front 
end of Said chassis for interconnecting Said idler wheels, 
and, a Second Set of magnetic clutches mounted on Said 
common Shaft for operating on corresponding ones of Said 
idler wheels when controlling said direction of movement of 
Said apparatus. 

7. The apparatus of claim 6, Said motor being a worm-gear 
motor mounted centrally at Said rear end of Said chassis, Said 
worm-gear motor having a stub axle projecting from respec 
tive sides thereof for driving Said caterpillar track units via 
Said first Set of electro-magnetic clutches and Said drive 
wheels. 
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8. The apparatus of claim 7, further comprising an eleva 
tion adjusting assembly for adjusting Said Submersible pump 
and Said nozzle in elevation relative to Said Sand bed. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8, Said elevation adjusting 
assembly including a pivot joint mounted on Said chassis for 
pivotally connecting Said Submersible pump to Said chassis, 
an adjusting rod connected to Said Submersible pump and 
Said chassis for adjusting the angle of tilt about Said pivot 
joint and therefore the elevation of Said nozzle relative to 
Said Sand bed. 

10. The apparatus of claim 9, Said elevation adjusting 
assembly further including a Support roller for Supporting 
Said Submersible pump relative to Said Sand bed. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, further comprising a pipe 
mounted on Said chassis and having a first end connected to 
Said first outlet of Said hydrocyclone and having a Second 
end; a hose connected to Said Second end for conducting Said 
Sludge away from Said chassis to a receiving location at 
poolside of Said facility; Said Submersible pump having a 
discharge opening for discharging Said Sand to be cleaned 
and Said hydrocyclone having an inlet for receiving Said 
Sand to be cleaned; and, a hose interconnecting Said dis 
charge opening and Said inlet opening. 

12. A method for cleaning Sand of a Sandbed of a facility 
including a slow Sand filter, infiltration basin and pools of 
other types having Sand beds in water treatment works and 
plants, the method comprising the Steps of: 
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providing a remote-controlled cleaning machine includ 
ing a Submersible pump having a nozzle and a hydro 
cyclone connected to the Submersible pump; 

traversing Said Sand bed while Said facility is in Service; 
removing a few centimeters of Sand to be cleaned of 

Sludge from the top Surface of Said Sandbed with Said 
Submersible pump and Said nozzle thereof; 

discharging Said Sand to be cleaned to Said hydrocyclone 
to Separate Said Sludge from Said Sand; 

discharging the Separated Sludge Suspended in water to a 
waste disposal location at poolside of Said facility 
through a hose connected to Said hydrocyclone; and, 

returning the cleaned Sand to Said Sand bed. 
13. The method of claim 12, wherein the machine further 

includes a motor and a control apparatus including a control 
Station at Said poolside of Said facility; and, wherein the 
method comprises the further Step of providing a power 
Supply cable for Said pump and a power Supply cable for Said 
motor and control wiring for controlling Said machine; and, 
accommodating Said cables and control wiring in a floating 
hose which extends between Said control Station and Said 
machine. 


